1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

In 2010, Chinram and Saelee \[[@bib1]\] studied the concept of fuzzy ternary subsemigroups (left ideals, right ideals, lateral ideals, ideals) and fuzzy left filters (right filters, lateral filters, filters) of ordered ternary semigroups. In 2011, Saelee and Chinram \[[@bib2]\] studied rough, fuzzy and rough fuzzy bi-deals of ternary semigroups. In 2012, Kar and Sarkar \[[@bib3]\] introduced the idea of fuzzy left (right, lateral) ideals of ternary semigroups and provided the characterizations regular and intra-regular ternary semigroups. In 2013, Davvaz et al. \[[@bib4]\] introduced the concept of generalized fuzzy ideals in ternary semigroups and investigated some of their interesting properties. They defined the $\left( {\alpha,\beta} \right)$-fuzzy left (right, lateral) ideals, $\left( {\alpha,\beta} \right)$-fuzzy quasi-ideals and $\left( {\alpha,\beta} \right)$-fuzzy bi-ideals of ternary semigroups and characterized regular ternary semigroups in terms of $\left( {\alpha,\beta} \right)$-fuzzy left (right, lateral) ideals, $\left( {\alpha,\beta} \right)$-fuzzy quasi-ideals. In 2014, Hamouda \[[@bib5]\] studied the concepts of the fuzzy points on ternary semigroups. In 2015, Anitha \[[@bib6]\] introduced the definition of the $\left( {\lambda,\mu} \right)$-fuzzy ternary subsemigroups (left ideal, right ideal, lateral ideal, bi-ideal, interior ideal, quasi-ideal) in ordered ternary semigroups and proved that $f$ is a $\left( {\lambda,\mu} \right)$-fuzzy ternary subsemigroup (left ideal, right ideal, lateral ideal, bi-ideal, interior ideal, quasi-ideal) of an ordered ternary semigroup $S$ if and only if the upper level cut $U\left( {f;t} \right)$ is a ternary subsemigroup (left ideal, right ideal, lateral ideal, bi-ideal, interior ideal, quasi-ideal) of $S.$ In 2018, Talee et al. \[[@bib7]\] introduced and studied the concept of hesitant fuzzy ideals on ternary semigroups and defined hesitant fuzzy left (lateral, right) ideals on ternary semigroups. They also defined hesitant fuzzy point on ternary semigroups and characterized regular ternary semigroups in terms of hesitant fuzzy left, hesitant fuzzy lateral and hesitant fuzzy right ideals using hesitant fuzzy points. In 2019, Bashir et al. \[[@bib8]\] introduced the idea of $\left( {\alpha,\beta} \right)$-bipolar fuzzy ideals and $\left( {\alpha,\beta} \right)$-bipolar fuzzy generalized bi-ideals in ordered ternary semigroups. They proved that if a bipolar fuzzy set $h = \left( {S;h_{n},h_{p}} \right)$ in an ordered ternary semigroup $S$ is the $\left( {\in , \in \vee q} \right)$-bipolar fuzzy generalized bi-ideal of $S.$ Fuzzy subsets of ternary semigroups have been studied in various algebraic structures, see \[[@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib18], [@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib23]\].

Among many results in this paper, we extend the concept of fuzzy bi-ideals and fuzzy interior ideals to the context of hesitant fuzzy bi-ideals and hesitant fuzzy interior ideals, respectively. The aim of this paper is to introduce a new concept of hesitant fuzzy bi-ideals and hesitant fuzzy interior ideals on ternary semigroups. Some characterizations of hesitant fuzzy bi-ideals and hesitant fuzzy interior ideals are obtained. Moreover, we investigate relationships between hesitant fuzzy ideals and hesitant fuzzy interior ideals on ternary semigroups. Finally, we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions of hesitant fuzzy interior ideal in order to be a hesitant fuzzy ideal.

2. Hesitant fuzzy ideals on ternary semigroups {#sec2}
==============================================

In this section, for the sake of completeness, we first recall some useful definitions and results which are needed in the sequel. Throughout this paper, $S$ is always a ternary semigroup.

For a hesitant fuzzy set $H$ on a ternary semigroup $S$and $x,y,z \in S,$ we use the notations $H_{x} = H\left( x \right),H_{x}^{y} = H_{x} \cap H_{y}$ and $H_{x}^{y}\left\lbrack z \right\rbrack = H_{x} \cap H_{y} \cap H_{z}.$ It is obvious that $H_{x}^{y} = H_{y}^{x}.$ The **hesitant fuzzy product** of hesitant fuzzy sets $F,G$ and $H$ on a ternary semigroup $S$ is defined to be a hesitant fuzzy set $F \circ G \circ H$ on $S$ which is given by$$\left( {F \circ G \circ H} \right)_{a} = \left\{ {\underset{a = xyz}{\cup}{F_{x} \cap G_{y} \cap H_{z};\exists x,y,z \in S,\text{such}\mspace{9mu}\text{that}\mspace{9mu} a = xyz}}{\varnothing\mspace{9mu}\quad\quad\quad\quad\quad\quad;\text{otherwise}} \right.$$

We denote $H\left( S \right)$ by the set of all hesitant fuzzy sets on $S.$ Let $S$ be a ternary semigroup and $F,H \in H\left( S \right).$ Then, $H$ is called the **subset** of $F,$ denoted by $H \prec F$ if $H_{x} \subseteq F_{y}$ for all $x \in S.$

Recall that a hesitant fuzzy set $H$ on a ternary semigroup $S$ is called a **hesitant fuzzy ternary subsemigroup** on $S$ if $H_{x}^{y}\left\lbrack z \right\rbrack \subseteq H_{xyz}$ for all $x,y,z \in S.$ Recall that a hesitant fuzzy set $H$ on a ternary semigroup $S$ is called a **hesitant fuzzy left (resp., lateral, right) ideal** on $S$ if$$H_{xyz} \supseteq H_{z}\left( {H_{xyz} \supseteq H_{y},H_{xyz} \supseteq H_{x}} \right)$$for all $x,y,z \in S.$ A hesitant fuzzy set $H$ on a ternary semigroup $S$ is called a **hesitant fuzzy two sided ideal** on $S$ if it is both a hesitant fuzzy left and a hesitant fuzzy right ideal on $S.$ If a hesitant fuzzy set $H$ on a ternary semigroup $S$ is a hesitant fuzzy left ideal, a hesitant fuzzy lateral ideal and a hesitant fuzzy right ideal on $S,$ we say that $H$ is a **hesitant fuzzy ideal** on $S.$

For every a subset $A$ on a ternary semigroup $S,$ define a map$$\left( C_{A} \right)_{x} = \left\{ {\left\lbrack 0,1 \right\rbrack;x \in A}{\varnothing\mspace{9mu}\quad;\text{otherwise}} \right.$$

Then, $C_{A}$ is a hesitant fuzzy set on $S$ and is called **characteristic hesitant fuzzy set** on $S.$ The hesitant fuzzy set $C_{S}$ is called **identity hesitant fuzzy** set on $S.$ If $H_{x} = \left\lbrack 0,1 \right\rbrack$ for all $x \in S,$ then it is easy to see that $H$ is a hesitant fuzzy ternary subsemigroup on a ternary semigroup $S.$ We denote such type of hesitant fuzzy ternary subsemigroup $S$ by $\mathrm{\Upsilon}.$ It is obvious that $C_{S} = \mathrm{\Upsilon}.$Theorem 2.1\[[@bib7]\] Let $A$ be a non empty subset on a ternary semigroup $S.$ Then the following properties hold.1.$A$ is a ternary subsemigroup on $S$ if and only if $C_{A}$ is a hesitant fuzzy ternary subsemigroup on $S.$2.$A$ is a left ideal of $S$ if and only if $C_{A}$ is a hesitant fuzzy left ideal on $S.$3.$A$ is a right ideal of $S$ if and only if $C_{A}$ is a hesitant fuzzy right ideal on $S.$4.$A$ is a lateral ideal of $S$ if and only if $C_{A}$ is a hesitant fuzzy lateral ideal on $S.$5.$A$ is a two-sided ideal of $S$ if and only if $C_{A}$ is a hesitant fuzzy two-sided ideal on $S.$6.$A$ is an ideal of $S$ if and only if $C_{A}$ is a hesitant fuzzy ideal on $S.$Theorem 2.2\[[@bib7]\] Let $H$ be a hesitant fuzzy subset on a ternary semigroup $S.$ Then the following properties hold.1.$H$ is a hesitant fuzzy ternary subsemigroup on $S$ if and only if $H \circ H \circ H \prec H.$2.$H$ is a hesitant fuzzy left ideal on $S$ if and only if $\mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H \prec H.$3.$H$ is a hesitant fuzzy right ideal on $S$ if and only if $H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \prec H.$4.$H$ is a hesitant fuzzy lateral ideal on $S$ if and only if $\mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \prec H.$5.$H$ is a hesitant fuzzy two-sided ideal on $S$ if and only if $\mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H \prec H$ and $H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \prec H.$6.$H$ is a hesitant fuzzy ideal on $S$ if and only if $\mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H \prec H,H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \prec H$ and $\mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \prec H.$

For a non empty family of a hesitant fuzzy sets $\left\{ {H_{\alpha}:\alpha \in \beta} \right\},$ on a ternary semigroup $S,$ the hesitant fuzzy sets $\underset{\alpha \in \beta}{\cup}H_{\alpha}$ and $\underset{\alpha \in \beta}{\cap}H_{\alpha}$ are defined as follows:$$\left( {\underset{\alpha}{\cup}H_{\alpha}} \right)_{x} = \underset{\alpha \in \beta}{\cup}\left( H_{\alpha} \right)_{x}$$and$$\left( {\underset{\alpha \in \beta}{\cap}H_{\alpha}} \right)_{x} = \underset{\alpha \in \beta}{\cap}\left( H_{\alpha} \right)_{x}.$$

If $\beta$ is a finite set, say $\beta = \left\{ {1,2,3,\cdots,n} \right\},$ then clearly $\underset{\alpha \in \beta}{\cup}H_{\alpha} = H_{1} \cup H_{2} \cup H_{3} \cup \ldots \cup H_{n}$ and $\underset{\alpha \in \beta}{\cap}H_{\alpha}$ $= H_{1} \cap H_{2} \cap H_{3} \cap \ldots \cap H_{n}.$Theorem 2.3\[[@bib7]\] Let $S$ be a ternary semigroup. Then the following properties hold.1.Let $H$ and $G$ be two hesitant fuzzy ternary subsemigroups on $S.$ Then $H \cap G$ is also a hesitant fuzzy ternary subsemigroup on $S.$2.Let $H$ and $G$ be two hesitant fuzzy left ideals on $S.$ Then $H \cap G$ is also a hesitant fuzzy left ideal on $S.$3.Let $H$ and $G$ be two hesitant fuzzy right ideals on $S.$ Then $H \cap G$ is also a hesitant fuzzy right ideal on $S.$4.Let $H$ and $G$ be two hesitant fuzzy lateral ideals on $S.$ Then $H \cap G$ is also a hesitant fuzzy lateral ideal on $S.$5.Let $H$ and $G$ be two hesitant fuzzy two-sided ideals on $S.$ Then $H \cap G$ is also a hesitant fuzzy two-sided ideal on $S.$6.Let $H$ and $G$ be two hesitant fuzzy ideals on $S.$ Then $H \cap G$ is also a hesitant fuzzy ideal on $S.$

For the characteristic hesitant fuzzy set of an ordered ternary semigroup, we have the following theorem.Theorem 2.4Let $A,B$ and $C$ be non empty subsets of a ternary semigroup $S.$ Then the following properties hold.$$1.\text{~\!}C_{A} \cap C_{B} = C_{A \cap B}.$$$$2.\text{~\!}C_{A} \circ C_{B} \circ C_{C} = C_{ABC}.$$**Proof**. 1. Let $x$ be any element of $S.$ If $x \in A \cap B,$ then $x \in A$ and $x \in B.$ Thus we have,$$\left( {C_{A} \cap C_{B}} \right)_{x} = \left( C_{A} \right)_{x} \cap \left( C_{B} \right)_{x}$$$$= \quad\left\lbrack 0,1 \right\rbrack \cap \left\lbrack 0,1 \right\rbrack$$$$= \quad\left\lbrack 0,1 \right\rbrack$$$$= \quad\left( C_{A \cap B} \right)_{x}.$$If $x \notin A \cap B,$ then $x \notin A$ or $x \notin B.$ Hence we have,$$\left( {C_{A} \cap C_{B}} \right)_{x} = \left( C_{A} \right)_{x} \cap \left( C_{B} \right)_{x}$$$$= \quad\varnothing \cap \varnothing$$$$= \quad\varnothing$$$$= \quad\left( C_{A \cap B} \right)_{x}.$$Therefore we obtain that $C_{A} \cap C_{B} = C_{A \cap B}.$2. Let $a$ be any element of $S.$ Assume $a \in ABC.$ Then $a = xyz$ for some $x \in A,y \in B$ and $z \in C.$ Thus we have$$\left( {C_{A} \circ C_{B} \circ C_{C}} \right)_{a} = \underset{a = bcd}{\cup}\left( {\left( C_{A} \right)_{b} \cap \left( C_{B} \right)_{c} \cap \left( C_{C} \right)_{d}} \right)$$$$\supseteq \quad\left( C_{A} \right)_{x} \cap \left( C_{B} \right)_{y} \cap \left( C_{C} \right)_{z}$$$$= \quad\left\lbrack 0,1 \right\rbrack \cap \left\lbrack 0,1 \right\rbrack \cap \left\lbrack 0,1 \right\rbrack$$$$= \quad\left\lbrack 0,1 \right\rbrack.$$Since $a \in ABC,$ we have $\left( {C_{A} \circ C_{B} \circ C_{C}} \right)_{a} = \left\lbrack 0,1 \right\rbrack.$ In the case, when $a \notin ABC,$ we have $a \neq xyz$ for all $x \in A,y \in B$ and $z \in C.$ If $a = uvw$ for some $u,v,w \in S,$ then we have$$\left( {C_{A} \circ C_{B} \circ C_{C}} \right)_{a} = \underset{a = bcd}{\cup}\left( {\left( C_{A} \right)_{b} \cap \left( C_{B} \right)_{c} \cap \left( C_{C} \right)_{d}} \right)$$$$= \quad\varnothing$$$$= \quad\left( C_{ABC} \right)_{a}.$$If $a \neq uvw$ for all $u,v,w \in S,$ then we have $\left( {C_{A} \circ C_{B} \circ C_{C}} \right)_{a} = \varnothing = \left( C_{ABC} \right)_{a}.$ In any case, we have $C_{A} \circ C_{B} \circ C_{C} = C_{ABC}.$

The following result is an immediate consequence of [Theorem 2.3](#enun_Theorem_2_3){ref-type="statement"}.Theorem 2.5Let $H$ be a hesitant fuzzy set on a ternary semigroup $S.$ Then the following properties hold.1.$H \circ H \circ H$ is a hesitant fuzzy ternary subsemigroup on $S.$2.$\mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H$ is a hesitant fuzzy left ideal on $S.$3.$H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon}$ is a hesitant fuzzy right ideal on $S.$4.$\left( {\mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon}} \right) \cup \left( {\mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon}} \right)$ is a hesitant fuzzy lateral ideal on $S.$5.$\mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon}$ is a hesitant fuzzy two-sided ideal on $S.$6.$\left( {\mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H} \right) \cup \left( {H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon}} \right) \cup \left( {\mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon}} \right) \cup \left( {\mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon}} \right)$ is a hesitant fuzzy ideal on $S.$

3. Hesitant fuzzy bi-ideals on ternary semigroups {#sec3}
=================================================

In this section, we investigate some new operations and fundamental properties of hesitant fuzzy bi-ideals on ternary semigroups. Meanwhile, some examples are given. Firstly, we introduce the concept of hesitant fuzzy bi-ideals as follows.Definition 3.1A hesitant fuzzy ternary subsemigroup $H$ on a ternary semigroup $S$ is called a **hesitant fuzzy bi-ideal** on $S$ if $H_{w}^{u}\left\lbrack y \right\rbrack \subseteq H_{uvwxy}$ for all $u,v,w,x,y \in S.$

It follows from [Definition 3.1](#enun_Definition_3_1){ref-type="statement"} that the hesitant fuzzy bi-ideals is an important generalization of fuzzy bi-ideals in Kar and Sarkar (see, \[[@bib5]\]).

The following theorem is the main characterization of hesitant fuzzy bi-ideals on ternary semigroups which is very much useful to continue the further study regarding this.Theorem 3.2Let $A$ be a non empty subset on a ternary semigroup $S.$ Then $A$ is a bi-ideal of $S$ if and only if the characteristic hesitant fuzzy set $C_{A}$ of $A$ is a hesitant fuzzy bi-ideal on $S.$**Proof**. First assume that $A$ is a bi-ideal of $S.$ It follows from Lemma 2.1(1) that $C_{A}$ is a hesitant fuzzy ternary subsemigroup on $S.$ Let $u,v,w,x$ and $y$ be any elements of $S.$ If $u,w,y \in A,$ then since $\left( C_{A} \right)_{u} = \left( C_{A} \right)_{w} = \left( C_{A} \right)_{y} = \left\lbrack 0,1 \right\rbrack$ and since $uvwxy \in ASASA \subseteq A,$ we have$$\left( C_{A} \right)_{u} \cap \left( C_{A} \right)_{w} \cap \left( C_{A} \right)_{y} = \left\lbrack 0,1 \right\rbrack = \left( C_{A} \right)_{uvwxy}.$$Now if $u \notin A$ or $w \notin A$ or $y \notin A,$ then $\left( C_{A} \right)_{u} = \varnothing$ or $\left( C_{A} \right)_{w} = \varnothing$ or $\left( C_{A} \right)_{y} = \varnothing$ and so we have$\left( C_{A} \right)_{u} \cap \left( C_{A} \right)_{w} \cap \left( C_{A} \right)_{y} = \varnothing \subseteq \left( C_{A} \right)_{uvwxy}.$ Hence $C_{A}$ is a hesitant fuzzy bi-ideal on $S.$Conversely, assume that $C_{A}$ is a hesitant fuzzy bi-ideal on $S.$ Then it follows from Lemma 2.1(1) that $A$ is a ternary subsemigroup of $S.$ Let $a = uvwxy$ be any element of $ASASA\left( {u,w,y \in A} \right).$ Then we have,$$\left( C_{A} \right)_{a} = \left( C_{A} \right)_{uvwxy}$$$$\supseteq \quad\left( C_{A} \right)_{u} \cap \left( C_{A} \right)_{w} \cap \left( C_{A} \right)_{y}$$$$= \quad\left\lbrack 0,1 \right\rbrack \cap \left\lbrack 0,1 \right\rbrack \cap \left\lbrack 0,1 \right\rbrack$$$$= \quad\left\lbrack 0,1 \right\rbrack,$$and so $a \in A.$ Thus $ASASA \subseteq A$ and hence $A$ is a bi-ideal of $S.$

The following Theorem gives an alternative version of condition in [Definition 3.1](#enun_Definition_3_1){ref-type="statement"}.Theorem 3.3Let $H$ be a hesitant fuzzy ternary subsemigroup on a ternary semigroup $S.$ Then $H$ is a hesitant fuzzy bi-ideal on $S$ if and only if $H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H \prec H.$**Proof**. First assume that $H$ is a hesitant fuzzy bi-ideal on $S.$ Let $a$ be any element of $S.$ In the case when $\left( {H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H} \right)_{a} = \varnothing,$ it is clear that $H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H \subseteq H.$ Otherwise, there exist elements $u,v,w,x,y$ and $z$ of $S$ such that $a = xyz$ and $x = uvw.$ Since $H$ is a hesitant fuzzy bi-ideal on $S,$ we have $H_{u} \cap H_{w} \cap H_{z} \subseteq H_{uvwyz}.$ Therefore,$$\left( {H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H} \right)_{a} = \underset{a = xyz}{\cup}{\left( {H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H} \right)_{x} \cap \mathrm{\Upsilon}_{y} \cap H_{z}}$$$$= \quad\underset{a = xyz}{\cup}{\left( {\underset{x = uvw}{\cup}{H_{u} \cap \mathrm{\Upsilon}_{v} \cap H_{w}}} \right)_{x} \cap \mathrm{\Upsilon}_{y} \cap H_{z}}$$$$= \quad\underset{a = xyz}{\cup}{\left( {\underset{x = uvw}{\cup}{H_{u} \cap \left\lbrack 0,1 \right\rbrack \cap H_{w}}} \right)_{x} \cap \left\lbrack 0,1 \right\rbrack \cap H_{z}}$$$$= \quad\underset{a = uvwyz}{\cup}{H_{u} \cap H_{w} \cap H_{z}}$$$$\subseteq \quad\underset{a = uvwyz}{\cup}H_{uvwyz}$$$$= \quad H_{a},$$and so we have $H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H \prec H.$Conversely, assume that $H$ is a hesitant fuzzy ternary subsemigroup on $S$ such that $H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H \prec H.$ Let $u,v,w,x$ and $y$ be any elements of $S.$ Set $a = uvwxy.$ Then we have,$$H_{uvwxy} = H_{a}$$$$\supseteq \quad\left( {H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H} \right)_{a}$$$$= \quad\underset{a = bcd}{\cup}{\left( {H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H} \right)_{b} \cap \mathrm{\Upsilon}_{c} \cap H_{d}}$$$$= \quad\underset{a = bcd}{\cup}{\left( {\underset{b = efg}{\cup}{H_{e} \cap \mathrm{\Upsilon}_{f} \cap H_{g}}} \right) \cap \mathrm{\Upsilon}_{c} \cap H_{d}}$$$$= \quad\underset{a = bcd}{\cup}{\left( {\underset{b = efg}{\cup}{H_{e} \cap \left\lbrack 0,1 \right\rbrack \cap H_{g}}} \right) \cap \left\lbrack 0,1 \right\rbrack \cap H_{d}}$$$$= \quad\underset{a = efgcd}{\cup}{H_{e} \cap H_{g} \cap H_{d}}$$$$\supseteq \quad H_{u} \cap H_{w} \cap H_{y}$$and hence $H$ is a hesitant fuzzy bi-ideal on $S.$

Next, we investigate some new operations and fundamental properties of hesitant fuzzy bi-ideal on a ternary semigroups.Theorem 3.4Let $H,F$ be two hesitant fuzzy sets and $G$ any hesitant fuzzy bi-ideal on a ternary semigroup $S.$ Then the products $H \circ F \circ G$ and $G \circ H \circ F$ are both hesitant fuzzy bi-ideals on $S.$**Proof**. Since $G$ is a hesitant fuzzy bi-ideal on $S,$ by [Theorem 3.3](#enun_Theorem_3_3){ref-type="statement"}, we have$$\left( {H \circ F \circ G} \right) \circ \left( {H \circ F \circ G} \right) \circ \left( {H \circ F \circ G} \right) \prec H \circ F \circ \left( {G \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ G \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ G} \right)$$$$\prec \quad H \circ F \circ G.$$Hence it follows from [Theorem 2.2](#enun_Theorem_2_2){ref-type="statement"}(1) that $H \circ F \circ G$ is a hesitant fuzzy ternary subsemigroup on $S.$ Also, we have$$\left( {H \circ F \circ G} \right) \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \left( {H \circ F \circ G} \right) \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \left( {H \circ F \circ G} \right) \prec H \circ F \circ \left( {G \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ G \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ G} \right)$$$$\prec \quad H \circ F \circ G.$$Thus it follows from [Theorem 3.2](#enun_Theorem_3_2){ref-type="statement"} that $H \circ F \circ G$ is a hesitant fuzzy bi-ideal on $S.$ Similarly, it can be seen that $G \circ H \circ F$

Now we have the following result.Theorem 3.5Let $H$ and $F$ be two hesitant fuzzy bi-ideals on a ternary semigroup $S.$ Then $H \cap F$ is a hesitant fuzzy bi-ideals on $S.$**Proof**. Let $u,v,w,x$ and $y$ be any elements of $S.$ Then we have,$$\left( {H \cap F} \right)_{uvw} = H_{uvw} \cap F_{uvw}$$$$\supseteq \quad H_{v}^{u}\left\lbrack w \right\rbrack \cap F_{v}^{u}\left\lbrack w \right\rbrack$$$$= \quad\left( {H \cap F} \right)_{v}^{u}\left\lbrack w \right\rbrack$$and$$\left( {H \cap F} \right)_{uvwxy} = H_{uvwxy} \cap F_{uvwxy}$$$$\supseteq \quad H_{u}^{w}\left\lbrack y \right\rbrack \cap F_{u}^{w}\left\lbrack y \right\rbrack$$$$= \quad\left( {H \cap F} \right)_{u}^{w}\left\lbrack y \right\rbrack$$Hence $H \cap F$ is a hesitant fuzzy bi-ideals on $S.$

4. Hesitant fuzzy interior ideals on ternary semigroups {#sec4}
=======================================================

In this section, we give some characterizations of hesitant fuzzy interior ideals on ternary semigroups. Firstly, we give the notion of hesitant fuzzy interior ideals on ternary semigroups.Definition 4.1A hesitant fuzzy ternary subsemigroup $H$ on a ternary semigroup $S$ is called a **hesitant fuzzy interior ideal** on $S$ if $H_{w} \subseteq H_{uvwxy}$ for all $u,v,w,x,y \in S.$

It follows from [Definition 4.1](#enun_Definition_4_1){ref-type="statement"} that the hesitant fuzzy interior ideals is an important generalization of fuzzy interior ideals in Hamouda (see, \[[@bib1]\]). The following theorem is the main characterization of hesitant fuzzy interior ideals on ternary semigroups which is very much useful to continue the further study regarding this.Theorem 4.2Let $A$ be a non empty subset of a ternary semigroup $S.$ Then $A$ is an interior ideal of $S$ if and only if the characteristic hesitant fuzzy set $C_{A}$ of $A$ is a hesitant fuzzy interior ideal on $S.$**Proof**. First assume that $A$ is an interior ideal of $S.$ Let $u,v,w,x$ and $y$ be any elements of $S.$ If $w \in A,$ then since $\left( C_{A} \right)_{w} = \left\lbrack 0,1 \right\rbrack$ and since $uvwxy \in SSASS \subseteq A,$ we have $\left( C_{A} \right)_{w} = \left\lbrack 0,1 \right\rbrack = \left( C_{A} \right)_{uvwxy}.$Now if $w \notin A,$ then $\left( C_{A} \right)_{w} = \varnothing$ and so we have $\left( C_{A} \right)_{w} = \varnothing \subseteq \left( C_{A} \right)_{uvwxy}.$ Hence $C_{A}$ is a hesitant fuzzy interior ideal on $S.$Conversely, assume that $C_{A}$ is a hesitant fuzzy interior ideal on $S.$ Let $a = uvwxy$ be any element of $SSASS\left( {w \in A} \right).$ Then we have,$$\left( C_{A} \right)_{a} = \left( C_{A} \right)_{uvwxy}$$$$\supseteq \quad\left( C_{A} \right)_{w}$$$$= \quad\left\lbrack 0,1 \right\rbrack,$$and so $a \in A.$ Thus $SSASS \subseteq A$ and hence $A$ is an interior ideal of $S.$

The following Theorem gives an alternative version of condition in [Definition 4.1](#enun_Definition_4_1){ref-type="statement"}.Theorem 4.3Let $H$ be a hesitant fuzzy set on a ternary semigroup $S.$ Then $H$ is a hesitant fuzzy interior ideal on $S$ if and only if $\mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \prec H.$**Proof**. First assume that $H$ is a hesitant fuzzy interior ideal on $S.$ Let $a$ be any element of $S.$ In the case when $\left( {\mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon}} \right)_{a} = \varnothing,$ it is clear that $\mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \prec H.$ Otherwise, there exist elements $u,v,w,x,y$ and $z$ of $S$ such that $a = xyz$ and $x = uvw.$ Since $H$ is a hesitant fuzzy interior ideal on $S,$ we have $H_{w} \subseteq H_{uvwyz}.$Therefore,$$\left( {\mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon}} \right)_{a} = \underset{a = bcd}{\cup}{\left( {\mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H} \right)_{b} \cap \mathrm{\Upsilon}_{c} \cap \mathrm{\Upsilon}_{d}}$$$$= \quad\underset{a = bcd}{\cup}{\left( {\underset{b = efg}{\cup}{\mathrm{\Upsilon}_{e} \cap \mathrm{\Upsilon}_{f} \cap H_{g}}} \right)_{b} \cap \mathrm{\Upsilon}_{c} \cap \mathrm{\Upsilon}_{d}}$$$$= \quad\underset{a = bcefg}{\cup}{\left\lbrack 0,1 \right\rbrack \cap \left\lbrack 0,1 \right\rbrack \cap H_{g} \cap \left\lbrack 0,1 \right\rbrack \cap \left\lbrack 0,1 \right\rbrack}$$$$= \quad\underset{a = bcefg}{\cup}H_{g}$$$$\subseteq \quad\underset{a = bcefg}{\cup}H_{bcefg}$$$$= \quad H_{a},$$and so we have $\mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \prec H.$Conversely, assume that $H$ be a hesitant fuzzy set on a ternary semigroup $S$ such that $\mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \prec H.$ Let $u,v,w,x$ and $y$ be any elements of $S.$ Set $a = uvwxy.$ Then we have$$H_{uvwxy} = H_{a}$$$$\supseteq \quad\left( {\mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon}} \right)_{a}$$$$= \quad\underset{a = bcd}{\cup}{\left( {\mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ \mathrm{\Upsilon} \circ H} \right)_{b} \cap \mathrm{\Upsilon}_{c} \cap \mathrm{\Upsilon}_{d}}$$$$= \quad\underset{a = bcd}{\cup}{\left( {\underset{b = efg}{\cup}{\mathrm{\Upsilon}_{e} \cap \mathrm{\Upsilon}_{f} \cap H_{g}}} \right)_{b} \cap \mathrm{\Upsilon}_{c} \cap \mathrm{\Upsilon}_{d}}$$$$= \quad\underset{a = efgcd}{\cup}{\mathrm{\Upsilon}_{e} \cap \mathrm{\Upsilon}_{f} \cap H_{g} \cap \mathrm{\Upsilon}_{c} \cap \mathrm{\Upsilon}_{d}}$$$$= \quad\underset{a = efgcd}{\cup}H_{g}$$$$= \quad H_{a}$$and hence $H$ is a hesitant fuzzy interior ideal on $S.$

Recall that a ternary semigroup $S$ is called **regular** if for each element $a$ of $S$ there exist elements $x,y \in S$ such that $a = axaya.$Theorem 4.4Let $H$ be a hesitant fuzzy set on a regular ternary semigroup $S.$ Then the following conditions are equivalent.1.$H$ is a hesitant fuzzy ideal on $S.$2.$H$ is a hesitant fuzzy interior ideal on $S.$**Proof**. By [Theorem 4.3](#enun_Theorem_4_3){ref-type="statement"} it suffices to prove that (2) implies (1). Assume that $H$ is a hesitant fuzzy interior ideal on $S.$ Let $a,b$ and $c$ be any elements of $S.$ Then, since $S$ is regular, there exist elements $u,v,w,x,y,z \in S$ such that $a = auava,b = bwbxb$ and $c = cyczc.$ Thus we have, $H_{abc} = H_{aua{({va})}{({bc})}} \supseteq H_{a},H_{abc} = H_{a{(bw)}b{(xb)}c} \supseteq H_{b}$and $H_{abc} = H_{abc{(yc)}{(zc)}} \supseteq H_{c}.$ Therefore $H$ is a hesitant fuzzy ideal on $S.$

Now we have the following result.Theorem 4.5Let $S$ be a ternary semigroup. A hesitant fuzzy ideal $H$ on $S$ is a hesitant fuzzy bi-ideal on $S$ and a hesitant fuzzy interior ideal on $S$ both.**Proof**. Clearly, $H$ is a hesitant fuzzy ternary subsemigroup on $S.$ For every $u,v,w,x,y \in S,H_{uvwxy} = H_{uv{(wxy)}} \supseteq H_{u},H_{uvwxy} = H_{{(uv)}w{(xy)}} \supseteq H_{w}$ and $H_{uvwxy} = H_{{(uvw)}xy} \supseteq H_{y}.$ Thus, $H_{u}^{w}\left\lbrack y \right\rbrack \subseteq H_{uvwxy}$ and hence $H$ is a hesitant fuzzy bi-ideal on $S.$ Now, for every $u,v,w,x,y \in S,$ $H_{uvwxy} = H_{{(uv)}w{(xy)}} \supseteq H_{w}.$ Hence $H$ is a hesitant fuzzy interior ideal on $S.$

If we strengthen the condition, we can obtain the following result:Theorem 4.6Let $S$ be a ternary semigroup with identity. Then $H$ is a hesitant fuzzy ideal on $S$ if and only if $H$ is a hesitant fuzzy interior ideal on $S.$**Proof**. By [Theorem 4.5](#enun_Theorem_4_5){ref-type="statement"}, the necessity is dear. Now let us show the sufficiency. For every $x,y,z \in S,$ $H_{xyz} = H_{eexyz} \supseteq H_{x},H_{xyz} = H_{exyze} \supseteq H_{y}$ and $H_{xyz} = H_{xyzee} \supseteq H_{z}.$ Thus $H$ is also a hesitant fuzzy interior ideal on $S.$

5. Hesitant fuzzy ideals generated by hesitant fuzzy sets {#sec5}
=========================================================

In this section, we study some interesting properties of hesitant fuzzy ideals generated by hesitant fuzzy sets on ternary semigroups. Firstly, we give the notion of hesitant fuzzy left ideals (lateral ideal, right ideal, two-sided ideal, ideal) on ternary semigroups $S$ generated by a hesitant fuzzy set $H.$

Let $H$ be a hesitant fuzzy set on a ternary semigroup $S.$ The smallest hesitant fuzzy left ideal (lateral ideal, right ideal, two-sided ideal, ideal) on $S$ containing $H$ is called a **hesitant fuzzy left ideal (lateral ideal, right ideal, two-sided ideal, ideal) on** $S$ **generated by** $H$ and is denoted by $\left\langle H \right\rangle_{L}$ $\left( {\left\langle H \right\rangle_{M},\left\langle H \right\rangle_{R},\left\langle H \right\rangle_{T},\left\langle H \right\rangle} \right).$Theorem 5.1Let $H$ be a hesitant fuzzy set on a ternary semigroup $S$ with identity. Then $\left\langle H \right\rangle_{L} = F,$where $F_{a} = \cup \left\{ {H_{z}:a = xyz,x,y,z \in S} \right\}$ for all $a \in S.$**Proof**. For every $a \in S,F_{a} = \cup \left\{ {H_{z}:a = xyz,x,y,z \in S} \right\} \supseteq H_{a}$ since $a = eea$ and so $H \prec F.$Let $a,b$ and $c$ be any elements of $S.$ Then we have,$$F_{abc} = \cup \left\{ {H_{z}:abc = xyz,x,y,z \in S} \right\}$$$$\supseteq \quad \cup \left\{ {H_{w}:abc = abuvw,c = uvw,u,v,w \in S} \right\}$$$$\supseteq \quad \cup \left\{ {H_{w}:c = uvw,u,v,w \in S} \right\}$$$$= \quad F_{c}.$$Hence $H$ is a hesitant fuzzy left ideal on $S.$ If $G$ is a hesitant fuzzy left ideal on $S$ and $H \prec G,$ then for $a \in S,H_{a} \subseteq G_{a},$ and$$F_{a} = \cup \left\{ {H_{z}:a = xyz,x,y,z \in S} \right\}$$$$\subseteq \quad \cup \left\{ {G_{z}:a = xyz,x,y,z \in S} \right\}$$$$\subseteq \quad \cup \left\{ {G_{xyz}:a = xyz,x,y,z \in S} \right\}$$$$= \quad G_{a}.$$Thus it follows that $F \prec G$ and hence $\left\langle H \right\rangle_{L} = F.$

From the above result, we have the following Theorems:Theorem 5.2Let $H$ be a hesitant fuzzy set on a ternary semigroup $S$ with identity. Then $\left\langle H \right\rangle_{M} = F,$ where $F_{a} = \cup \left\{ {H_{y}:a = xyz,x,y,z \in S} \right\}$ for all $a \in S.$

From [Theorem 5.1](#enun_Theorem_5_1){ref-type="statement"}, we have the following result.Theorem 5.3Let $H$ be a hesitant fuzzy set on a ternary semigroup $S$ with identity. Then $\left\langle H \right\rangle_{R} = F,$ where $F_{a} = \cup \left\{ {H_{x}:a = xyz,x,y,z} \right\}$ for all $a \in S.$

Next, we investigate some new operations and fundamental properties of hesitant fuzzy left ideals (lateral ideal, right ideal, two-sided ideal, ideal) on ternary semigroups $S$ generated by a hesitant fuzzy set $H.$Theorem 5.4Let $H$ be a hesitant fuzzy set on a ternary semigroup $S$ with identity. Then the following properties hold.$$1.\text{~\!}\left\langle \left\langle H \right\rangle_{L} \right\rangle_{R} = \left\langle H \right\rangle_{T}.$$$$2.\text{~\!}\left\langle \left\langle H \right\rangle_{R} \right\rangle_{L} = \left\langle H \right\rangle_{T}.$$$$3.\text{~\!}\left\langle \left\langle H \right\rangle_{L} \right\rangle_{R} = \left\langle \left\langle H \right\rangle_{R} \right\rangle_{L}.$$$$4.\text{~\!}\left\langle \left\langle H \right\rangle_{L} \right\rangle_{M} = \left\langle \left\langle H \right\rangle_{M} \right\rangle_{L}.$$$$5.\text{~\!}\left\langle \left\langle H \right\rangle_{M} \right\rangle_{R} = \left\langle \left\langle H \right\rangle_{R} \right\rangle_{M}.$$$$6.\text{~\!}\left\langle \left\langle \left\langle H \right\rangle_{L} \right\rangle_{R} \right\rangle_{M} = \left\langle H \right\rangle.$$**Proof**. First, by [Theorem 5.3](#enun_Theorem_5_3){ref-type="statement"}, $\left\langle \left\langle H \right\rangle_{L} \right\rangle_{R}$ is a hesitant fuzzy right ideal on $S.$ Second, for any $a,b,c \in S,$$$\left( \left\langle \left\langle H \right\rangle_{L} \right\rangle_{R} \right)_{abc} = \cup \left\{ {\left( \left\langle H \right\rangle_{L} \right)_{x}:abc = xyz,x,y,z \in S} \right\}$$$$= \quad \cup \left\{ {\cup {\left\{ {H_{u}:x = uvw,u,v,w \in S} \right\}:abc = xyz,x,y,z \in S}} \right\}$$and$$\left( \left\langle \left\langle H \right\rangle_{L} \right\rangle_{R} \right)_{c} = \cup \left\{ {\left( \left\langle H \right\rangle_{L} \right)_{x}:c = xyz,x,y,z \in S} \right\}$$$$= \quad \cup \left\{ {\cup {\left\{ {H_{u}:x = uvw,u,v,w \in S} \right\}:c = xyz,x,y,z \in S}} \right\}.$$It is easy to see that, $\left( \left\langle \left\langle H \right\rangle_{L} \right\rangle_{R} \right)_{c} \subseteq \left( \left\langle \left\langle H \right\rangle_{L} \right\rangle_{R} \right)_{abc},$ which means that $\left\langle \left\langle H \right\rangle_{L} \right\rangle_{R}$ is also a hesitant fuzzy left ideal on $S.$ Thus $\left\langle \left\langle H \right\rangle_{L} \right\rangle_{R}$ is a hesitant fuzzy two-sided ideal on $S.$ Since $H \prec \left\langle H \right\rangle_{L}$ and $\left\langle H \right\rangle_{L} \prec \left\langle \left\langle H \right\rangle_{L} \right\rangle_{R}$ we have $H \prec \left\langle \left\langle H \right\rangle_{L} \right\rangle_{R}.$If $G$ is a hesitant fuzzy two-sided ideal on $S$ and $H \prec G,$ then $G \prec \left\langle H \right\rangle_{L},$ since $G$ is a hesitant fuzzy left ideal on $S,$ and $\left\langle \left\langle H \right\rangle_{L} \right\rangle_{R} \prec G$ since $G$ is a hesitant fuzzy right ideal on $S.$ Therefore $\left\langle \left\langle H \right\rangle_{L} \right\rangle_{R}$ is a hesitant fuzzy ideal on $S$ generated by $H,$ that is, $\left\langle \left\langle H \right\rangle_{L} \right\rangle_{R} = \left\langle H \right\rangle_{T}.$ Similarly we can prove $\left\langle \left\langle H \right\rangle_{R} \right\rangle_{L} = \left\langle H \right\rangle_{T}.$ Hence, $\left\langle \left\langle H \right\rangle_{L} \right\rangle_{R} = \left\langle \left\langle H \right\rangle_{R} \right\rangle_{L}.$

Let $x$ be any element of a ternary semigroup $S$ and $\alpha \in P\left( S \right).$ Define the hesitant fuzzy set $x_{\alpha}$ on $S$ as follows:$$\left( x_{\alpha} \right)_{y} = \left\{ {\alpha;\text{if}\mspace{9mu} y = x}{\varnothing;\text{otherwise}.} \right.$$

Then $x_{\alpha}$ is called a **hesitant fuzzy point** on $S.$ By Theorems 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4, respectively, we can establish the following two theorems.Theorem 5.5Let $H$ be a hesitant fuzzy set on a ternary semigroup $S$ with identity. If $x_{\alpha}$ is a hesitant fuzzy point on $S,$ then $\left\langle x_{\alpha} \right\rangle_{L} = H,$ where$$H_{a} = \left\{ {\alpha;\text{if~\!there~\!exist~\!}y,z \in S\text{,~\!such~\!that~\!}a = yzx}{\varnothing;\text{otherwise}} \right.$$for all $a \in S.$Theorem 5.6Let $H$ be a hesitant fuzzy set on a ternary semigroup $S$ with identity. If $x_{\alpha}$ is a hesitant fuzzy point on $S,$ then $\left\langle x_{\alpha} \right\rangle_{L} = H,$ whereis a hesitant fuzzy point on for all $a \in S.$

Let $H$ be a hesitant fuzzy set on a ternary semigroup $S.$ The smallest hesitant fuzzy interior ideal on $S$ containing $H$ is called a **hesitant fuzzy interior ideal on** $S$ **generated by** $H$ and is denoted by $\left\langle H \right\rangle_{I}.$Theorem 5.7Let $H$ be a hesitant fuzzy set on a ternary semigroup $S$ with identity. Then $\left\langle H \right\rangle_{L} = F,$ where $F_{a} = \cup \left\{ {H_{w}:a = uvwxy,u,v,w,x,y \in S} \right\}$ for all $a \in S.$**Proof**. Let $a,b$ and $c$ be any elements of $S.$ Then we have,$$F_{abc} = \cup \left\{ {H_{w}:abc = uvwxy,u,v,w,x,y \in S} \right\}$$$$\supseteq \quad \cup \left\{ {H_{z_{3}}:abc = z_{1}z_{2}z_{3}z_{4}z_{5}bc,a = z_{1}z_{2}z_{3}z_{4}z_{5},z_{1},z_{2},z_{3},z_{4},z_{5} \in S} \right\}$$$$\supseteq \quad \cup \left\{ {H_{z_{3}}:a = z_{1}z_{2}z_{3}z_{4}z_{5},z_{1},z_{2},z_{3},z_{4},z_{5} \in S} \right\}$$$$= \quad F_{a},$$$$F_{abc} = \cup \left\{ {H_{w}:abc = uvwxy,u,v,w,x,y \in S} \right\}$$$$\supseteq \quad \cup \left\{ {H_{z_{3}}:abc = az_{1}z_{2}z_{3}z_{4}z_{5}c,b = z_{1}z_{2}z_{3}z_{4}z_{5},z_{1},z_{2},z_{3},z_{4},z_{5} \in S} \right\}$$$$\supseteq \quad \cup \left\{ {H_{z_{3}}:b = z_{1}z_{2}z_{3}z_{4}z_{5},z_{1},z_{2},z_{3},z_{4},z_{5} \in S} \right\}$$$$= \quad F_{b},$$and$$F_{abc} = \cup \left\{ {H_{w}:abc = uvwxy,u,v,w,x,y \in S} \right\}$$$$\supseteq \quad \cup \left\{ {H_{z_{3}}:abc = abz_{1}z_{2}z_{3}z_{4}z_{5},c = z_{1}z_{2}z_{3}z_{4}z_{5},z_{1},z_{2},z_{3},z_{4},z_{5} \in S} \right\}$$$$\supseteq \quad \cup \left\{ {H_{z_{3}}:c = z_{1}z_{2}z_{3}z_{4}z_{5},z_{1},z_{2},z_{3},z_{4},z_{5} \in S} \right\}$$$$= \quad F_{c},$$Thus, $= \quad F_{a}^{b}\left\lbrack c \right\rbrack \subseteq F_{abc}$ and so $F$ is a hesitant fuzzy ternary subsemigroup on $S.$ Second, for any $a \in S,F_{a} = \cup \left\{ {H_{w}:a = uvwxy,u,v,w,x,y \in S} \right\} \supseteq H_{a}$ since $a = eeaee$ and hence $H \prec F.$ For any $a,b,c,d,f \in S,$$$F_{abcdf} = \cup \left\{ {H_{w}:abcdf = uvwxy,u,v,w,x,y \in S} \right\}$$$$\supseteq \quad \cup \left\{ {H_{z_{3}}:abcdf = abz_{1}z_{2}z_{3}z_{4}z_{5}df,c = z_{1}z_{2}z_{3}z_{4}z_{5},z_{1},z_{2},z_{3},z_{4},z_{5} \in S} \right\}$$$$\supseteq \quad \cup \left\{ {H_{z_{3}}:c = z_{1}z_{2}z_{3}z_{4}z_{5},z_{1},z_{2},z_{3},z_{4},z_{5} \in S} \right\}$$$$= \quad F_{c}.$$Hence $F$ is a hesitant fuzzy interior ideal on $S.$ Let $G$ be any hesitant fuzzy interior ideal on $S$ such that $H \prec G.$ Then for any $a \in S,$$$F_{a} = \cup \left\{ {H_{w}:a = uvwxy,u,v,w,x,y \in S} \right\}$$$$\subseteq \quad \cup \left\{ {G_{w}:a = uvwxy,u,v,w,x,y \in S} \right\}$$$$\subseteq \quad \cup \left\{ {G_{uvwxy}:a = uvwxy,u,v,w,x,y \in S} \right\}$$$$= \quad G_{a}.$$Therefore, $\left\langle H \right\rangle_{L} = F.$

From [Theorem 5.7](#enun_Theorem_5_7){ref-type="statement"}, we have the following result.Corollary 5.8Let $H$ be a hesitant fuzzy set on a ternary semigroup $S$ with identity. If $x_{\alpha}$ is a hesitant fuzzy point on $S,$ then $\left\langle x_{\alpha} \right\rangle_{I} = H,$ where$$H_{a} = \left\{ {\alpha;\text{if~\!there~\!exist~\!u,v,}y,z \in S\text{,~\!such~\!that~\!}a = uvxyz}{\varnothing;\text{otherwise}} \right.$$for all $a \in S.$**Proof**. Set $H = x_{\alpha}.$ Then, from [Theorem 5.7](#enun_Theorem_5_7){ref-type="statement"} we can also prove [Corollary 5.8](#enun_Corollary_5_8){ref-type="statement"}.

Let $H$ be a hesitant fuzzy set on a ternary semigroup $S.$ The smallest hesitant fuzzy bi-ideal on $S$ containing $H$ is called a **hesitant fuzzy bi-ideal** on $S$ **generated by** $H$ and is denoted by $\left\langle H \right\rangle_{B}.$Definition 5.9Let $H$ be a hesitant fuzzy set on a ternary semigroup $S$ with identity. Then $H$ is called a **hesitant fuzzy submonoid** on $S$ if $H_{x} \subseteq H_{e}$ for all $x \in S.$Theorem 5.10Let $H$ be a hesitant fuzzy set on a ternary semigroup $S$ with identity. Then $\left\langle H \right\rangle_{B} = F,$ where $F_{a} = \cup \left\{ {H_{u}^{w}\left\lbrack y \right\rbrack:a = uvwxy,u,v,w,x,y \in S} \right\}$ for all $a \in S.$**Proof**. Let $a,b,c$ and $d$ be any elements of $S.$ Then we have,$$F_{abc} = \cup \left\{ {H_{u}^{w}\left\lbrack y \right\rbrack:a = uvwxy,u,v,w,x,y \in S} \right\}$$$$\supseteq \quad \cup \left\{ {H_{z_{3}}:abc = y_{1}y_{2}y_{3}y_{4}y_{5}bz_{1}z_{2}z_{3}z_{4}z_{5},a = y_{1}y_{2}y_{3}y_{4}y_{5},c = z_{1}z_{2}z_{3}z_{4}z_{5}} \right\}$$$$\supseteq \quad \cup \left\{ {H_{z_{3}}:a = y_{1}y_{2}y_{3}y_{4}y_{5}} \right\}$$$$= \quad F_{a}$$and$$F_{a} = \cup \left\{ {H_{a_{1}}^{a_{3}}\left\lbrack a_{5} \right\rbrack:a = a_{1}a_{2}a_{3}a_{4}a_{5},a_{1},a_{2},a_{3},a_{4},a_{5} \in S} \right\},$$$$F_{c} = \cup \left\{ {H_{c_{1}}^{c_{3}}\left\lbrack c_{5} \right\rbrack:c = c_{1}c_{2}c_{3}c_{4}c_{5},c_{1},c_{2},c_{3},c_{4},c_{5} \in S} \right\},$$$$F_{d} = \cup \left\{ {H_{d_{1}}^{d_{3}}\left\lbrack d_{5} \right\rbrack:d = d_{1}d_{2}d_{3}d_{4}d_{5},d_{1},d_{2},d_{3},d_{4},d_{5} \in S} \right\},$$$$F_{a}^{c}\left\lbrack d \right\rbrack = H_{a_{1}}^{a_{3}}\left\lbrack a_{5} \right\rbrack \cap H_{c_{1}}^{c_{3}}\left\lbrack c_{5} \right\rbrack \cap H_{d_{1}}^{d_{3}}\left\lbrack d_{5} \right\rbrack.$$Thus, $F_{a}^{c}\left\lbrack d \right\rbrack \subseteq F_{abc}$ and so $F$ is a hesitant fuzzy ternary subsemigroup on $S.$ Second, for any $a \in S,F_{a} = \cup \left\{ {H_{w}:a = uvwxy,u,v,w,x,y \in S} \right\} \supseteq H_{a}$ since $a = eeaee$ and hence $H \prec F.$ For any $a,b,c,d,f \in S,$$$F_{abcdf} = \cup \left\{ {H_{w}:abcdf = uvwxy,u,v,w,x,y \in S} \right\}$$$$\supseteq \quad \cup \left\{ {H_{z_{3}}:abcdf = abz_{1}z_{2}z_{3}z_{4}z_{5}df,c = z_{1}z_{2}z_{3}z_{4}z_{5},z_{1},z_{2},z_{3},z_{4},z_{5} \in S} \right\}$$$$\supseteq \quad \cup \left\{ {H_{z_{3}}:c = z_{1}z_{2}z_{3}z_{4}z_{5},z_{1},z_{2},z_{3},z_{4},z_{5} \in S} \right\}$$$$= \quad F_{c}.$$Hence $F$ is a hesitant fuzzy interior ideal on $S.$ Let $G$ be any hesitant fuzzy interior ideal on $S$ such that $H \prec G.$ Then for any $a \in S,$$$F_{a} = \cup \left\{ {H_{w}:a = uvwxy,u,v,w,x,y \in S} \right\}$$$$\subseteq \quad \cup \left\{ {G_{w}:a = uvwxy,u,v,w,x,y \in S} \right\}$$$$\subseteq \quad \cup \left\{ {G_{uvwxy}:a = uvwxy,u,v,w,x,y \in S} \right\}$$$$= \quad G_{a}.$$Therefore $\left\langle H \right\rangle_{L} = F.$

6. Conclusions {#sec6}
==============

To investigate the structure of an algebraic system, we see that the hesitant fuzzy ideals on ternary semigroups with special properties always play a central role. The purpose of this paper is to initiated the concept of hesitant fuzzy bi-ideals and hesitant fuzzy interior ideals on ternary semigroups. Some characterizations of hesitant fuzzy bi-ideals and hesitant fuzzy interior ideals are obtained. Moreover, we investigate relationships between hesitant fuzzy ideals and hesitant fuzzy interior ideals on ternary semigroups. Finally, we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions of hesitant fuzzy interior ideal in order to be a hesitant fuzzy ideal. It is our hope that this work would other foundations for further study of the theory of ternary semigroups. In our future study of hesitant fuzzy structure of ternary semihypergroup, may be the following topics should be considered: (i) to find ternary semihypergroups via hesitant fuzzy left (resp., lateral, right) hyperideals, (ii) ternary semihypergroups via hesitant fuzzy bi-hyperideals and hesitant fuzzy interior hyperideals.
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